Influence of surface preparation and cell seeding conditions on cell viability
To inhibit unspecific cytokine adsorption diminishing the differences between the coatings MP-RGD-HBP+heparin and iMP-RGD-HBP 2 +heparin, scaffolds were blocked with either 10 % BSA in PBS or 1 % casein in PBS ( Figure S1a ). As a slightly negative influence on cell viability was determined for casein, blocking was prospectively performed with BSA. Notably, the additional increase in cell viability measured on CXCL12 and VEGF coated scaffolds with respect to the peptide coating alone was detected irrespective of the blocking agent. To exclude concerns, that cell adhesion to coated scaffolds rather derive from unspecificallyadsorbed serum proteins to the peptides than the peptide coatings themselves, cell were seeded in serum-free medium. However, an investigation comparing different seeding strategies with either direct incubation in growth medium or first serum-deprived medium and second exchange to growth medium after 1 and 4 h, respectively, demonstrated an independent effect of the different coatings ( Figure S1b ). Irrespective of the seeding conditions, cell viability was likewise enhanced on coated PCLLC NaOH scaffolds with respect to uncoated controls.
